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Correspondent banking is an integral part of international
banking. Banks depend on correspondent relationships to settle
international payments and to obtain sources of funds. As a result
of developments in world trade and economy and opportunities made
available by present day electronic technology, traditional
correspondent banking services are inadequate to cater for growing
needs. Competition among banks to innovate new services to attract
more business is intensifying. Services under greater pressure from
customers for improvement are clearing services, global account
information and cash management consultancy. This study researches
into one possible method that Bank of America can provide better
clearing services to its correspondents. It proposes a computer
system reconfiguration within the Bank to support a 24-hour clearing
service. Impact of the new service to the Bank on cost,
organization, profitability and corporate growth is analysed. The
value of the new system to the Bank is evaluated and finally ways on
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1.1 Correspondent Banking Relationships
The smooth conduct of international trade is dependent upor
worldwide sources of information and assistance. Since no bank can
provide exclusive facilities to serve all aspects of international
trade by itself, the complementary facilities of many banks are
usually required. The method most frequently used by banks to
achieve worldwide coverage is to establish formal correspondent
relationships with other banks. A bank requiring this type of
services and assistances is called a correspondent bank and the one
providing services and assistances is called a service bank.
Larger banks have more widely established international ties
than their smaller counterparts. Therefore, these banks usually
played the role as service banks in international correspondent
relationships. Assistance furnished by service banks has its
compensations. A correspondent bank maintains deposit balances with
a service bank for various settlement payments. Since the balances
are demand deposits, interest will not be paid on them. To the
service bank, these interest free balances contribute to a source of
fund in earning assets and generating interest incomes.
1.2 Clearing Services in Correspondent Banking
The services that correspondents have to depend on service
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banks are numerous and diverse. One main service is a correspondent
bank maintaining a balance with a service bank and the clearing
balance is used in connection with cheque and account clearing and
collection for the correspondent.
The correspondent bank receiving as deposits by customers
drawn on out-of-town banks faces the problem of collecting the funds
from these banks. In U.S., member banks of the Federal Reserve
System collect through their Federal Reserve banks, but non-member
banks do so largely through their service banks. Banks domiciled in
New York City and the local New York Clearing House Association have
traditionally dominated clearing services used to settle
international dollar transactions in the U.S.
Clearing services offered by a bank or group of banks support
the settlement of payment transactions. Claims between banks and
their customers are offset against one another, i.e. cleared, and
only the net differences are settled in funds collected or cash.
International clearings have grown dramatically in recent
years in response to a number of trends- increasing foregin
exchange trading, petroleum price increases and automation that
tends to increase the velocity of transactions handled by banks.
Inter-bank transactions among the eighty bank participants in the
Clearing House Inter-bank Payment System (CHIPS) recently averaged a
record-breaking USt180 billion per day.
Chase Manhattan Bank dominates the above cheque clearing
service business 'with clearings of about USt15 billion per day,
followed by European-American Bank at US$10 billion, Manufacturers
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Hanover at US7 billion and BankAmerica International (wholy owned
subsidary of Bank of America), Morgan Guarantee, Chemical and Irving
Trust all averaging about USt5 billion a day. Bank of America is
now a primary clearing agent for thirty one banks in Europe. In
addition, Bank of America clears an average of US3 billion per day
for its overseas units. Average collected balances from clearing
customers now totals to over USt400 million and the clearing
business makes a significant contribution to Bank of America's
profitability. Much growth and development can be expected from
this service business as world trade increases in volume and
complexity.
1.3 New Opportunities in Correspondent Banking
The immediate financial benefits of service assistance in a
particular service transaction are obvious. However, a progressive
banker will also see the long term, fringe benefits which arise out
of correspondent bank relationship. The worldwide contacts which
are established, the continuing benefits of broad scope financial
and economic information received from foreign countries, and the
contacts made with potential customers are all contributory to the
future profits of a bank with global interests.
In a money market of increasing complexity, correspondent
banking emerges as an important source of fund and a promising
potential for growth to bankers. Correspondent banking becomes a
new challenge and opportunity. Large banks seek expansion in this
market and competition is intensifying. With the descent of the age
of automation and computerization, commercial businesses are now
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relying more and more on computer systems to improve efficiency,
accuracy and profitability. Computers present a new resource to the
service banks in offering more revolutionary services and to better
their efficiency for appealing to their correspondent banks.
Operational efficiency has been a leading selling point for
Bank of America services in the world market. Recent increases in
service volume has prompted the Bank to accelerate its efforts in
automation and to focus on utilization of standardized
communications facilities such as S.W.I.F.T. (Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunications). Preliminary market research
indicates that these service enhancements and improvements in
productivity could lead to an improved service package and a greater
share of business from overseas correspondent banks.
1.4 Scope of Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate the viability of a
service enhancement in increasing the competitive edge of Bank of
America in correspondent banking in Hong Kong. The service
enhancement involves the combined upgrade of the Bank's
communication and computer systems. It is proposed by the writer as
a result of her working experience with the Bank's communications
network.
The study begins with descriptions of the Bank's current
operations in correspondent banking clearing services. It then
correlates the ,market potentials of the business to the Bank's
profitability. Information being analysed was gathered from various
research reports produced within the Bank and by outside agencies,
5and also from general trade and banking statistical reports.
Having explained why correspondent banking is worth pursuing
with greater efforts, the study proposes a system that aims to
increase the Bank's competitive edge in the business. The impact of
the proposed system on the Bank's operating cost and organization
structure is analysed and evaluated.
Cost estimates presented are based on past experience with
similar projects. They are therefore to serve as guidelines for
budgeting purposes only. More detailed costing will be required if
the project is to be put into realization.
The conclusions of the study favour the implementation of the





2. 1. Description of Current Clearing Services
One of the most important services rendered by the banking
system is that of converting cheques, a common form of cash item,
received by individuals, and corporations into cash or deposits.
Normally, to obtain payment of a cheque, it must be transferred
physically to the bank on which it is drawn. When local facilities
are inadequate, or if it is not a certain Clearing House member, a
bank may deposit local cheques with its correspondent who is a
member. In this instance the local bank becomes the depositor and
the correspondent is responsible for presenting the cheques for
payment.
A Clearing House association is a voluntary association of a
group of banks organised primarily for the purpose of facilitating
the exchange of local cheques and the settlement of balances arising
out of that exchange. A clearing settlement is based on the
principle of offsetting counterclaims and liquidating only the net
balances. By substituting a single settlement for many individual
interbank settlements, it is possible, to clear cheques totalling
millions of dollars by the payment of net balances of relatively
small amounts. The advantages to banks of membership in the
association are the saving of both time and money and the prestige
7of membership. Most major cities and large trade areas have
Clearing House associations. New York has one of the world's
busiest and largest clearing house.
BankAmerica International, New York, began offering Special
Clearing Accounts (SCA) to European correspondent banks in 1977.
SCAs are established as accounts separate from the regular demand
deposit accounts, and are used for recording payments in settlement
of foreign exchange and other large Eurodollar transactions. SCAs
open each day with a zero balance, and the closing account balance
at the end of the day is transferred to regular demand deposit
accounts. SCAs are used by the customer to reconcile expected
versus actual transactions and to manage a cash position in New York
on a day-to-day basis. More than one account can be used by a
correspondent bank customer to record the transactions of different
branches or departments and these accounts are automatically
consolidated at the end of the day through debits or credits to a
master demand deposit account.1
When payment instructions are received in forms of cables or
mail at BankAmerica International, New York, they are first tested
and coded. Coded instructions are entered onto floppy discs using a
IBM 3741 data entry station. After verification of the data
entered, the floppy discs are processed on an IBM S/32 computer from
which cheques and advises are printed for mail delivery to customers.
1
Improving the Safety and Efficiency of International Clearing
Services Bank of America (January 1981).
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Simultaneously, the instructions on floppy discs are processed
on an IBM S/3 computer and advices/statements are transmitted to an
IBM S/7 computer for delivery using telecommunications networks such
as S.W.I.F.T., (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication), CHIPS (Clearing House Interbank Payment System),
FED Wire (Federal Reserve Communications Network) and Cable (telex,
telegraph).










































2.2. Inefficiencies in Current Operations
Cheques must be collected speedily for the following three
reasons:
2.2.1. Before cheques are presented for payment, they represent
only claims to money they are not usable cash, or what is
often termed available funds or collected funds. Since a
bank's earnings can be augmented by the prompt loaning or
investment of its available funds, it is vitally interested
in limiting the period during which cheques are in the
process of collection.
2.2.2. All banks are anxious to know that the cheques which have
been credited to their customers' accounts are good and
they cannot be certain of this fact until the cheques have
been presented to and paid by the drawee bank. The faster
a cheque is presented for payment the more likely it is to
be paid.
2.2.3. Correspondents also are interested in the available funds
in their accounts and, in addition, they are liable for the
charge-back of any items that may be returned unpaid.
Speedy collection service tends to reduce this contingent
liability.
Surveys done indicated non-U.S. banks are dissatisfied with
the clearing process in New York.2 Many of the problems are caused
2 A Survey of International Cash Management for the Eighties
Louis Harris Associates, Inc. (September, 1980).
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by the time-zone differences in business day between Asian and
European cities and New york.
When an Asian or European bank makes a payment of curreney
locally or releases documents against an anticipated dollar paymond
in New York, the payment transaction is often carried out in New
York, long after the close of business in Asia or Europe. Delivey
and covering payments cannot be matched because of differences in
time zones. Presently, it take at least 2 days to effect a paymond
transaction. This subjects the Asian or European banks and Their
customers expecting funds to the following risks:
(1) paying bank settlement risk
The covering payment is not made because of a government edint
or thebankruptcy of thecustomer or its paying bank.
(2) New York Clearing House rules
Current agreements at the New York Clearing House Associantion
requires CHIPS payments to be settled the next business day at
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Banks and Their
customers with debit positions carry an overnight settlement
risk.
(3)processing errors
Cable payment instructions are sometimes incoplete, have
incorrect account identification, or an incorrect test. If the
instructions are faulty or if the paying or receiving bask
makes a processing error and the payment is not made properly
the differences in the business day between the paying and
receiving bank because of time zones make corrections diffiondt
and delay the settlement.
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Figure 2 - Timing of Current U.S. Dollars Settlement at



















The S.W.I.F.T. network allows connected banks to communicate
with each other via a dedicated network, enabling funds transfer
messages to be transmitted more efficiently and less expensively.
Payment instructions are in standard formats, facilitating
computerization of input and output processes. S.W.I.F.T.
guarantees message delivery to any parts of the S.W.I.F.T. network
in ten minutes at USt0.50 per message. S.W.I.F.T. membership is now
approaching 750 banks from twenty-six countries.
Inspite of the efficiency and low usage cost, many banks do
not join S.W.I.F.T., chiefly due to considerations on heavy
financial commitments. Initial entry fee to S.W.I.F.T. is
BF1,500,000 (US$44,000), plus subscription to one share in
S.W.I.F.T. capital and loan to S.W.I.F.T., adds up to a one-time
cost of BF1,543,000 (US$45,000). Minimum equipment purchase and
installation cost is UStl54,000 and annual running cost USt16,000,
excluding message rates. -Of the 113 foreign and indigenous banks
registered in Hong Kong, only thirteen were connected to
S.W.I.F.T.. Non-S.W.I.F.T.. banks are prime target customers to Bank
of America in this study, following by S.W.I.F.T. banks. Whereas
S.W.I.F.T. banks can communicate with their correspondents overseas
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directly and efficiently on the S.W.I.F.T. network, non-S.W.I.F.T.
banks have to use telex, a more costly and less efficient means of
communications and they would welcome any change to improve the
method. Large multi-national corporations, which at this moment are
not allowed the use of the S.W.I.F.T. network but have a requirement
for speedy movement of large amounts of funds, are also target
customers. However, this report mainly limits its study on
correspondent banks.
Currently, Bank of America has correspondent relationships
with twenty-eight banks and conducts business with 485 corporations
in Hong Kong. As of August 1980, there are 113-licensed banks in
Hong Kong and nearly 80 percent of them will have to establish
correspondent relationship with U.S. banks. The total number of
foreign companies in Hong Kong is 1,269 at the end of year 1979, an
increase of 942 from 1976. 3 This growth in number is an indicator
bearing direct proportional relatipnship with the market potentials
of business with corporations.
3.2. Profitability
It is very difficult to measure in quantitative terms the
profitability of the market for correspondent and corporate business.
3 Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics Census Statistics
Department, Hong Kong (August, 1980).
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Information on total number of correspondent and corporate accounts
in the Colony and dollar amount of these accounts is impossible to
gather due to the diversity and secrecy associated with the trade.
However, some other readily available statistics on the industry may
give some light on the analysis.
The first index ex is the dollar amount of accounts due to and
due from banks abroad. In 1976, the total amount due to banks
abroad is HK$27,598 million, it increased since then by 266 percent
to HK$73,685 million in 1979. There is a similar growth rate for
accounts due from bank abroad, from 1976 to 1977 it increased 257
percent, from HK$25, 799 million to HK$66, 435 million. 4
Another index is the trade volume between Hong Kong and the
U.S.. The share of the U.S. market on Hong Kong imports maintains a
steady 12 percent from 1976 to 1979, on Hong Kong exports 39 percent
and re-exports 9.5 percent, averaging to constitute 22 percent of
the total Hong Kong trade volume. The dollar value of Hong Kong
exports, imports and re-exports to U.S. is HK$19,141.29 million in
1976 and HK$33, 514.27 million in 1979, an increase of 175 percent.5
Assuming the ratio 22 percent of U.S. to total Hong Kong trade is
also the ratio of due to and due from accounts Hong Kong has in the
4 S Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics Census
Statistics Department, Hong Kong (August, 1980).
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U.S. versus those in all other foreign countries, the amounts due to
U.S. banks is estimated to be UStl6,210.70 million and due from U.S.
banks UStl4, 615.70 million in 1979.
Bank of America's Research Department is expecting growth rate
of the Hong Kong trade financing market to be 23 percent per
annum. Bank of America's present maket share in trade financing is
estimated to be 4 percent. There is no ready statistics available
to indicate the market share of Bank of America in the Hong Kong
correspondent business, but by disregarding dollar amounts of
business and estimating from the number of relationships only, Bank
of America is having 28 out of 113, i.e. 25 percent of the market.
It is therefore important that this market share has to be at least
maintained, if not increased, by being always competitive and
efficient.
3.3. Competition
As world trade grows and economy develops, international
banking becomes increasingly competitive. U.S. bankers have
predicted that international banking will thrive in the Asia-Pacific
region in the 19801s. The region has demonstrated a remarkable
re sistenc a against economic woes that have troubled many of the
world's economies in the 1970's and it is expected to prosper again
in the coming years. Bankers foresee tougher competition in the
region, as more foregin banks, particularly those from Europe and
the Middle East, turn their attention towards Asia. The heightened
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competition puts pressure on interest rate margins, credit
availability and marketable products.
In response to market competition, a number of large U.S.
based banks have recently offered new services to their corporate
customers and correspondent bankers utilizing automation and
electronic technology. Chase Manhattan Bank is a typical example.
It is moving into retail, corporate and correspondent banking in
Asia very aggressively in recent years. For their corporate
customers and correspondent banks, Chase offers the service of their
Remote Service Center (RSC). Such centers have been set up in
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Bahrain and London. The philosophy
that produces this set-up is to move the processing of payment
instructions closer to the customer for accuracy and efficiency.
The RSCs are to improve transaction input accuracy, standardization,
timeliness of processing, quality of service and inquiry
resolution. In locations where there are RSCs, correspondent banks
and corporate customers who have signed up for the service will
forward all their payment -instructions for Chase New York to the RSC
via domestic telex or courier. When received at the RSC, payment
instructions will be reviewed, separated into payment types (Fed
Funds, Available Funds, Clearing House Funds), and reformated into
structured format if necessary. They are then input into data
capturing devices. Data is transmitted to New York for final
processing and accounting. Total transaction turnaround time is two
days. This service is appreciated by customers because:
the RSCs are located in the same time zones as the customers
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and hence affords the customer a longer day to transact
business.
communication costs to send payment instructions to RSCs are
less than that to New York, eg. in Hong Kong, local telex costs
HK$0.30 per minute, whereas telex to New York costs HK$15.00
per minute.
local inquiry capability is available.
communication with local staff eliminates language barrier
between Asians and Americans and hence a more personalized
service is offered.
Basing on the same philosophy as Chase, Citibank Corp. offers
a slightly different service in Asia. Correspondent banks can
subscribe, at a nominal fee, to renting a terminal off Citi's Martin
System in their offices. This terminal facilitates correspondent
banks to send messages directly to Citibank's New York office in
special formats via its private, international telecommunications
network. Using this method, correspondent banks save long distance
communications costs. Since messages formats are standardized,
inaccuracy and misinterpretation at the receiving end can be
avoided. When received, messages are ready for immediate processing
by computers. Reliability of transmission is guaranteed because
once payment instructions are entered into the system, Citibank will
have to be responsible for delivery. In reciprocate, Citibank New
York transmits daily account statements to correspondents, using the
Martin terminals.
Along similar lines, Irving Trust Company has introduced a
telecommunications service named ASSET in the U.S. and the Far East
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for its correspondents. Using ASSET, correspondents can communicate
with Irvi ng' s head office or any of their international branch
offices by sending messages to a local telex number. The cost to be
paid is that. of local telex charges but the messages are routed by
Irving's private telecommunications network to locations worldwide.
In telecommunications industry, ASSET is a transmission method known
as telex refile, and is a fairly common practice. ASSET is a
cost-reduction service to correspondents.
In contrast, although Bank of America has one of the world's
largest private telecommunications network, it has not been offering
any innovative service as the aforementioned banks did with this
resource. If Bank of America continues to offer just traditional
services, its leadership position in the industry and esteem will
soon wane as other major banks move into the market with new
attractive products.
3.4. Corporate Growth
A non-growing organization is a decaying organization, after
twenty two years of establishment in Hong Kong, senior management of
Bank of America has finally been awakened by this caution. They are
beginning to realize that its growth rate in the region is too slow
as compared with the market growth, its competitive edge as the
world's leading bank is being undermined by other major banks which
offered more diversified and attractive services. In order to
increase market share and profitability, plans to increase the
number of branches outlets and to reorganize credit departments so
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that corporate customers and correspondents can be better served
have been implemented. These efforts aimed primarily at the retail
and corporate market. However, as all aspects of banking business
is under competition, correspondent banking will have to grow
together with retail and corporate business so that increasing
sources of funds can be better employed and an integral -banking




4. 1. Description of System
In Section 3.3, the services rendered by competitors have been
described. Despite their obvious attractions to correspondents,
there are associated problems for the operating bank to administer.
For Chase's RSC service, decentralizing New York operations to
remote locations creates heavy operational overheads at the remote
sites. New York office loses direct understanding and contacts with
customers. It also reduces their responsiveness to problems,
relying solely on the RSCs. Moreover, at least two sets of account
books are to be maintained, ie. one in New York and another at
remote end, creating problems in administration and co-ordination.
Citibank's Martin System does not present as large an overhead
cost or as complicated operational difficulties as Chase's RSC.
However, it requires correspondents to be locked onto their special
message formats, and to operate an extra terminal, imposing not only
training responsibilities to the correspondents but also
responsibilities to input data directly into their processing
system. Many correspondents are unwilling to assume such
responsibilities without significant associated advantages.
Irving Trust's ASSET system is operationally less cumbersome
than Citibank's. Although Irving Trust accepts responsibilities in
message transmission and output processing, there is no contact
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point locally for inquiry and problem solving. Payment instructions
are handled as any other telex inputs, apart from savings in
communications cost, there are no other significant financial and
operational advantage to user banks.
Learning from the experience of its competitors, Bank of
America is able to design a new service product that tackles not
only the problems of communication cost and speed alone as the
others did, but also integrating it to meet the requirements of
correspondents on reduction of exposure risk and minimization of
idle cash.
The majority of international payments required to settle
foregin exchange and money transactions are processed in New York
through CHIPS (an automated Clearing House Interbank Payment
System). All these payments are made in so-called Clearing House
Funds, which means that funds are valued and legally settled in
Federal Funds the next business day. On October 1, 1981 the New
York Clearing House Association will start to effect CHIPS
settlement on a same day fund basis- that is, in same-day Federal
Funds instead of next-day Clearing House Funds. The major reason
for same-day settlement is an attempt by the Federal Reserve Bank to
eliminate overnight or overweekend arbitrage between American money
markets and unregulated non-American money markets.
Many overseas banks will welcome this change, which means that
their settlement risk inherent in next day settlement will be
eliminated, as well as the confusion caused by accounting for
Federal Funds and Clearing House Funds separately.. However, this
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change will also create additional costs for banks and corporations
that are active in foreign exchange markets because New York banks
will monitor their accounts during New York business hours and
assess changes for any intraday overdrafts. Moreover, end-of-day
excess cash positions in overseas bank and corporate accounts will
not be acceptable for overnight investment. CHIPS same-day
settlement will therefore likely to increase the requirement for
speedy processing of payment instructions and cost of clearing to
initiating banks resulting from borrowing to cover overdrafts. It
may reduce the number of banks that are able to conduct clearing in
New York. For BankAmerica International New York to maintain its
business volume under this new environment, new services must be
developed, at a reasonable cost, to allow international banks and
corporations around the world to continue to settle dollar
transactions profitably and efficiently for same day payments, and
to provide timely account information for effective cash management.
A possible solution that Bank of America can offer to its
correspondent banks is an extension of the Special Clearing Accounts
service in Europe, an automated clearing system comprising of the
following components:
- accepting 24-hour, 7-day a week paying and receiving.
- automatic processing of. S.W.I.F.T. instructions.
- opening Bank's private telecommunications network to telex refile.
- setting up liaison point in local branches.
24
Figure 3 - Timing of Proposed U.S. Dollars Settlement
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Describing each component individually:
4.1.1. accepting 24-hour, 7-day a week paying and receiving-
Supported by automation, BankAmerica International New York
will have a section that operates 24-hour daily. In doing so,
payments can be cleared via book transfers in all time zones as soon
as they come in, whether transmitted by the S.W.I.F.T. network or
telex.
As soon as an instruction is received, the paying bank's
account will be debited or an overdraft facility utilized, and the
receiving bank immediately credited. Payments are guaranteed by
Bank of America. The credit in Clearing House Funds will be marked
Final Credit and is not subject to the settlement risk associated
with New York Clearing House rules. The advice of credit to the
receiving bank will be sent by S.W.I.F.T. or telex refile without
delay, hence, in most cases, the advice of credit is available to
the receiving bank during its business hours in the same day, one
business day earlier than the actual availability of funds that is
transacted in the Clearing House. This fast advice of funds
settlement will benefit receiving banks in general.
Using local branch support, processing errors and incomplete
or erroneous instructions can be reported and rectified within 24
hours.
4.1.2. automatic processing of S.W.I.F.T. instructions-
S.W.I.F.T. instructions, previously manually input onto data
capturing devices for processing and output onto SWIFT terminals for
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confirmation, are now directly input into an IBM S/7 computer for
interfacing with an IBM S/3 computer, eliminating human intervention
in the middle. Payment instructions are received, accounts are
debited and credited, and advice sent to receiving banks on a fully
automated basis. No other New York bank is believed to have
established this system integration, meaning that the Bank can
provide faster service at lower operating cost than other banks.
This also speeds up processing time and reduces processing errors,
supporting the efficiency required by the 24-hour clearing
operations.
4.1.3. opening bank's private telecommunications network to telex-
refile
Bank of America provides a similar service as ASSET.
Non-SWIFT Banks send messages to BankAmerica International New York
by entering into the bank's private telegraph network using local
telex calls. The local telex number is more accessible than the New
York's and the bank's private network offers store and forward
capability guaranteeing delivery. Correspondents can also receive
daily account statements and advices from New York, which previously
were transmitted on request only as they are too costly for New York
to transmit daily on public telex. Non-S.W.I.F.T. banks can
therefore save on communications cost and obtain timely information
on their account balances.
4.1.4. setting up liaison point in local branches-
A local officer will be- assigned as a liaison officer to
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answer queries and handle inve st igat ion requests from
correspondents. Assisted by a junior officer and having hot-line
voice and telex communications directly with New York, the liaison
officer can convey local problems to' the New York office
expediently, keeping New York more knowledgeable about daily
problems and also allowing local correspondents to have more direct
contacts on their New York transactions. Account information and
books are maintained in New York only, there is no need to maintain
two sets of books and to handle daily transactions locally.
4.2. Cost
To support the proposed system, the following expenditures are
necessary:
(1) increase existing staff support in BankAmerica International
New York from two shifts to three shifts-
existing operating costs is USt66,000 per month, assuming
linear relationship between operating cost and number of
shifts, the total monthly operating cost in New York will be
increased to US$99, 000.
(2) program IBM S/3 computer to accept SWIFT instructions and IBM
S/7 computer to switch SWIFT messages-
total programming charges estimated to be USt40,000.
(3) provide hot-line communications with Hong Kong-
one time installation charges estimated to be USt2,000 and
monthly recurring charges US$15, 000.
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(4) provide telecommunications facilities to allow telex refile-
monthly recurring telecommunications costs estimated to be
US3,000.
(5) provide local support in Hong Kong for liaisoning with
correspondents-
monthly recurring expenses expected to be USt2,500.
Cost items (1) and (2) are operation overheads that can be
shared by all international Bank of America units that extend this
service to their customers. It is therefore difficult to estimate
realistically what share of it Hong Kong should absorb if it is to
offer this service, but a conservative estimate of 20 percent may be
taken, since London, Frankfurt, Japan and Singapore are four other
key financial locations that have strong interest in introducing
this same system.
The costs that can be most directly related the Hong Kong are
items (3), (4) and (5). This adds up to capital expenditure of
USt2,000 and monthly recurring expense of USt20,500. Adding on the
possible share Hong Kong will have to contribute to New York's
expenditures, the capital expenditure totals to US$10,000 and
monthly expenses US$40,300. The monthly correspondent bank
transactions with Bank of America in Hong Kong averages to US$300
million, assuming a 10 percent profitability on the use of these
funds, they represent an US$30 million earning. Comparing to the
US$20,500 expenditure required to maintain such a profit margin in
Hong Kong, it is a financially worthwhile undertaking.
The only financial risk foreseen is that arisen as a result of
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the bank guranteeing to correspondents next-day funds to be
available for- same-day use. The risk involved has a 0.50 percent
probability from previoius experience.
4.3. Impact on Organization
No major organization changes will be required to implement
this system. The minor changes to be introduced are:
(1) expanding the BankAmerica International New York correspondent
banking operations department to work on three shifts rather
than one, thus extending the horizontal control span of the
operations department head by one and a half times.
(2) addition of a system programmer in the computer center to
support direct S.W.I.F.T. connections with the IBM S/3 computer
processor.
(3) assigning in Hong Kong a local officer and his assistant to act
as the liaison point for correspondents, having a parallel
reporting function to the New York office other than reporting
directly to the local credit department head.
The effect of the changes on the organization is positive.
Morale will be enhanced because of new job opportunities created.
There is no need to set up separate operation departments or to
reduce existing supervisors' area of responsibility, which is
generally detrimental to the organization's cohesiveness and morale.
The Bank has already have experience of similar operation
since the introduction of Special Clearing Accounts in Europe. The
planning efforts required to set up the new organization structure
will therefore be less demanding than that required for starting up
from scratch.
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4.4. Impact on Market Potentials
In a recent survey conducted by Louis Harris Associations,
Inc. on international cash management business in North America and
Western Europe, it is revealed that the most important objectives of
international cash managers in multinational banks is minimization
of idle cash and foreign exchange exposures. They are also
interested in improved collection methods and netting systems,
timely reports on cash and balance positions, better control of cash
flow and improved value date.
The proposed system is able to meet the correspondent
customers' requirements on speediness, timeliness and cost.
Although different components of it has been offered by competitors,
an integral system as described has not been offered before. If
correspondents banks can benefit from faster advice of settlement,
they will encourage other banks to pay through accounts at Bank of
America. Correspondent Banks should welcome this enhancement of
their clearing service and begin to make greater use of the Bank for
clearing, thereby generating additional demand balances. The
introduction of this system in Hong Kong is very likely to be
received enthusiastically by local banks and would certainly create





The proposed 24-hour automated clearing service enhancements
to an existing profitable service are not complex, nor do they
require significant investment in product development. The computer
system changes required are minimal, as are the organisation
structure changes. There is no significant technical impediments to
its implementation. Benefits brought about by the introduction of
the proposed system are mostly intangible and not immediate, they
are difficult to be represented in quantitative analysis such as
cash flow analyses. Decision on adopting the proposed system is
strategic, it depends more on justification by market potentials and
long range marketing.
The changes have been proposed basing on close consultation
with existing customers in regular daily contacts. These customers
are dissatisfied with services presently rendered by Bank of America
and its competitors. Consequently, they are looking forward to
better clearing services in the market. place. The proposed system
will provide services that satisfy customer needs, and is likely to
be well received.
In addition to offering opportunities that can enhance the
Bank's market image and business position in Hong Kong, success of
this service could also mean developing extensions- or variations of
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it for application in other geographical locations and other markets
such as multinational corporations. The proposed system is in
effect a pilot scheme leading the Bank to utilize a new resource to
operate traditional fee-generating services.
5.2 Recommendations
5.2.1 Implementation
The BankAmerica International New York automated clearing
system can be offered to about 35 banks in Hong Kong that are
qualified for credit facilities. To introduce the new service,
account officers for correspondent banks must be trained preceding
any public announcement of the service. Training should include
banking on FED funds, system capabilities and telecommunications
capabilities, and New York office organization structure and
operations.
5.2.2 Marketing Tactics
The proposed service should be announced two months before
CHIPS commences its same-day settlement on October 1, 1981, i.e.
August 1, 1981, followed by active marketing to secure as many as
accounts as possible before October 1, 1981. The objective of
marketing efforts is to- gain additional market share and prompt
immediate competitive responses. Marketing should be done basing on
the theme around the clock, around the globe banking, focussing on
the increased efficiency and safety -of a Bank of America Global
Clearing Service. As the service offered will impact many aspects
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of cash management and office operations, detailed questions should
be expected from correspondents. Promotion of the service,
therefore, requires account officers to identify successfully the
correspondent's current problems and suggesting improvements using
the new service. The officer chosen as the local liaison point for
maintaining the service should be an individual trusted by
correspondents as resourceful, efficient and understanding.
5.2.3 Action Items
The magnitude of overdraft facilities required to carry on
clearings outside New' York business hours is large it will limit
competition from smaller banks. In addition, many of the largest
New York banks are burdened with back-office problems that preclude
an immediate competitive response. Therefore the probability of
success in introducing this new service is very high. However,
introduction and smooth operation of the service depends on the
completion of the following activities:
(1) the adequate training of local salesforce constrained by time
and personnel availability,
(2) the staffing up of New York office to support 24-hour operation
efficiently so as to maintain credibility for the new service,
(3) the timely completion of automation projects at New York.
To ensure that the above activities are accomplished as
required, planning should be carefully co-ordinated by a
multi-disciplinary task force consisting: New York operations, Hong
Kong Credit Department, New York Systems Department and the Bank's
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Telecommunications Department, under the overall responsibility of
Bank's Product Development Department. Monthly status report on the
project should be generated prior to implementation and quarterly
afterwards to marketing departments worldwide so that experience
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